Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$89.99 Sunlite - Silver

The SunLite Bright Light Therapy lamp has been designed for those who are experiencing mild to moderate symptoms due to light deficiency. Effectively treat the Winter Blues, jet lag, circadian sleep disorders and low energy.

- 10,000 Lux of white light
- Provides therapeutic white light at a comfortable distance
- 99.3% UV-filtered for safety
- Quick-change bulbs for no tool maintenance

Model/Product # P80100 - Silver
UPC 023601038012

$8.99 Multi-Pik Reacher 26”

- Lightweight
- Ergonomic Large Handle and Trigger
- Rubber Gripping Jaws that Rotate for flexibility and a more secure grip
- Designed to pick up medium weight object

Model/Product # M113-26
UPC - 847593001164

$24.99 Rehab Pack

Rehab pack with terry cloth sock-aid to aid in the recovery after a knee or hip replacement

- Includes 1 each:
  - Light-Weight 26” Reacher
  - Round Long Handled Bath Sponge
  - Terry Cloth Sock Aid
  - Plastic Heavy-Duty Shoehorn

Model/Product # M1107-15
UPC - 847593000938
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.

Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Medical Supplies & Equipment**

$**19.99**  
**Rehab Pack**
Rehab pack with semi-rigid sock-aid to aid in the recovery after a knee or hip replacement
- This total rehab pack includes 1 each:
  - Light-Weight 26” Reacher
  - Round Long Handled Bath Sponge
  - Semi-Rigid Sock-Aid w/Cord Handle
  - Plastic Heavy Duty Shoehorn

Model/Product # M1107-5  
UPC - 847593015505

$**14.99**  
**Terry Cloth Sockaid**
Assists in putting on socks or hosiery for those with sensitive feet
- Split webbing handles and hand-loop ends for help with grasping
- Flexible plastic center
- Smooth silk-like fabric inside and terry cloth outside
- Latex-free
- Washable

Model/Product # M403-TC  
UPC - 847593008880

$**9.99**  
**Wide Sockaid**
- Allows for larger foot/calf/leg/ankle
- Split foam build up handles for added grip
- Rubber disc to prevent slippage is included

Model/Product # M408-W - Red  
UPC - 847593015635

$**49.99**  
**Spill Proof Male Urinal**
- 1 liter capacity
- Graduations on the side to measure output
- MTQuick system for quick and odorless emptying
- Ergonomic comfort grip handle
- Latex free

Model/Product # M544-2  
UPC - 847593012733
$79.99  Bath Seat with Back

Bath seat with back & carry bag
• Blow-molded plastic seat with aluminum frame
• Non-skid feet
• Dimensions: 20.5"w x 12"d
• Adjustable seat height – 14" to 19"
• Weight capacity: 300lbs

Model/Product # M656-1
UPC - 847593013204

$29.99  Hand Held Shower

Deluxe hand held shower unit
• Extra-long 80" nylon hose
• On/off switch built in to handle
• Diverter valve included

Model/Product # M557-4
UPC - 847593014843

$7.99  Semi-Rigid Sockaid

Semi-rigid sockaid with foam handles
• Great for those with sensitive feet
• Blue memory plastic allows ease of sliding foot in
• Foam disc included for optional application

Model/Product # M403-CX2
UPC - 847593008842

$9.99  Leg Lifter

Assists in moving legs in and out of a wheelchair or bed
• 42" long
• Hand loop and pre-formed foot loop
• Lightweight
• Wide non-slip foot stabilizer

Model/Product # M159-2
UPC - 847593004974
**$14.99  Sitz Bath**

Simple and effective solution to the problems of urinals
- 1 liter capacity
- Graduations on the side to measure output
- Spillproof design
- MTQuick system for quick and odorless emptying
- Latex free

Model/Product # M551-8  
UPC - 847593012979

---

**$12.99  DressEZ Dressing Stick**

Combines a dressing stick and shoehorn into one
- Plastic push-pull S-hook at one end and a shoehorn at the other end
- 24” length
- Lightweight

Model/Product # M159-4  
UPC - 847593004998

---

**$49.99  Diabetic Foot Brush Kit**

- Includes:
  - Long handle bristle brush
  - Adjustable mirror for inspection
  - 2 small sponge tips
  - Large sponge
  - String wrist strap
  - Monofilament to test sensation of foot
  - All accessories snap into 22” handle

Model/Product # M552-3  
UPC - 847593014782
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Medical Supplies & Equipment**

$29.99  
**Easy-On™ Wrist Brace Right**

Unique design allows the individual to easily apply the brace without fitting adjustments needed to be made by a therapist.
- For Right hand
- 2” Neoprene pull strap
- Soft cushioning material
- Hand washable

Model/Product # M517-RXL – X-Large  
UPC – 847593012146  
Model/Product # M517-RL – Large  
UPC – 847593012115  
Model/Product # M517-RM – Medium  
UPC - 847593012122

$29.99  
**Easy-On™ Wrist Brace Left**

Unique design allows the individual to easily apply the brace without fitting adjustments needed to be made by a therapist.
- For Left hand
- 2” Neoprene pull strap
- Soft cushioning material
- Hand washable

Model/Product # M517-LXL – X-Large  
UPC – 847593012092  
Model/Product # M517-LL – Large  
UPC - 847593012061  
Model/Product # M517-LM – Medium  
UPC - 847593012078

$22.99  
**Bendable Utensils**

Set of 4 bendable utensils
- Lightweight
- Ribbed rubber handles for improved grip
- Easy bending to any angle to accommodate range of motion
- Stainless steel silverware
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product # M148-19  
UPC - 847593004523

$22.99
$69.99  Monthly Organizer and Talking Pill Reminder

Doctors and pharmacists agree taking medications on a set schedule is crucial for managing your health. Medcenter system makes taking meds part of a daily routine:

• Set up to four daily alarms
• Alerts you when medication is due
• Friendly reminder repeats
• Press “alarm acknowledgement button” to confirm
• Talking clock will tell you when next dose is due
• Loud and extra loud sound settings
• Red and green color coding to show when dose is complete

Model/Product # 7026-5 – Multi
UPC - 804755702659

$69.99  Low Profile System

The Medcenter low profile system allows you to organize a full month’s worth of medication or vitamins at a time. The low profile features thirty-one individual pill boxes that can be removed and taken with you as needed or remain with the low profile tray. Adding the Medcenter talking clock makes this our most cost effective and compact monthly medication organizer and reminder system.

Model/Product # 7073-7 – Multi
UPC - 804755707371